Mother & Swami Akhandananda accompany the Singhania family as the Srimat Bhagavata is carried into the pandal at Kanpur.

J. K. Temple Kanpur
Second Trip

Atmananda leading kirtan during Mothers birthday celebration - Varanasi

Varanasi as seen from boat on the Ganges
Mother in Her upper room at ashram in Kankhal
Mother seated in front of Shiva Mandir - Kankhal

Satya with Mother Kankhal
Fourth Trip
Mother holding pink yarn from the lawn of Swadeshi House, Kanpur

Bhaskarananda & Nirvananda
Mother seated inside little pandal on grounds of J. K. Temple Ashram - Kanpur
Mother walking from rear of J. K. Temple with Bhaskarananda, Udas, Nirvanananda & Swami Paramanada Kanpur

Swami Akandananda Saraswati
Fifth Trip

Swami Jnanananda Giri in Ranchi

Swami Paramanandaji with Dasu in Kanpur
Mother seated in big pandal at Kumba Mela
Mother seated upon the porch of Her house at Kumba Mela

Dr. Shelat pronouncing as Mother sits among devotees in large pandal at Kumba Mela
Krishnapriya & Shraddha standing before our hut wearing saris which Mother gave to us.
Sixth Trip

Banyan tree at Bhimpura Ashram

Dasu with children of Bhimpura by Hanuman shrine

Dasu with Kanti & other boys of Bhimpura
View from old palace looking across river to new palace in Morvi.

Raju & Shraddha in Morvi.

Raju airing Mothers bedding in Morvi.
Saraswati Temple near Ganganath Temple on holy Narmida River

View of Narmida River from Saraswati Temple
Seventh Trip

Mothers darshan from the roof of Her house in Vrindavan
Last days of the great Banyan tree in ashram courtyard